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Abstract: The product lifecycle management (PLM) system has a significant
role to support the collaboration and manage the partnership between OEM and
supplier to enable the success of supplier integration. Today great rates of cooperation as suppliers have been dedicated to SMEs.
Since one of the PLM task is to control the collaboration between OEM and
suppliers, this paper provide supplier (SMEs) a framework to find their level of
relationship with OEM and the steps that they can improve it. To respond to this
trend, we defined a methodology based on collaborative matrix maturity levels
and four PLM axes of strategic, organization, process and tools levels. Finally
according to this matrix, we proposed a structure of a proper questionnaire and
example that shows suppliers how to evaluate their positions in terms of collaboration in PLM.
Keywords: PLM, OEM/Supplier Collaboration, Collaboration maturity
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Introduction

Technology of PLM is composed of complex process involve challenges of organization in terms of information flow, management of human resource and different relation levels between OEM and suppliers [1].
The integration of supplier in value chain of product is not a new challenge. Various
researches and projects have been focused on this issue that seeks more efficient ways
to improve integration. In this study we found researches with aspect of interoperability [2], data exchange [3] and those ones that consider organization between OEM
and its supplier, through the development of different level of cooperation and integrate the suppliers in the network.
The suppliers in the field of automotive are looking for new innovative ways to propose high quality of product and platform while the costs are faire. According to high
demand for rapid development of innovation, high quality and increased regulation, it

will be apparent that the favorite suppliers are those ones who focus on leverage the
innovative products with grow development in new platforms and programs. Therefore for OEMs, especially in the domain of automotive, it will be important to seek
new trends of development that involves supplier integration into the product development process chain. To respond to this need of supplier integration, it seems to be
necessary to deal with PLM framework and tools that focus on integration of supplier
and on collaboration between OEM [4].
The classic works until the last few years have had a great revolution in industry. The
evolution was characterized in the network of OEM and suppliers with a vertical cooperation method. This approach was the result of integration of supplier’s equipment
through the simultaneous process of development in automotive industries in different
phases such as planning, design and education [5].
According to aims of BENEFITS project to understand the challenges relating to
knowledge management and sharing cooperation of supplier and OEM, an industrial
investigation was conducted during six months in UK. The result obtained from previous questionnaires persuaded us to investigate about different levels of collaboration between OEM and SMEs from begging steps to the optimal level. This framework can help suppliers (SMEs) to assess their positions in this cooperation and provide them perspective of an optimal cooperation. In addition more we will propose a
structure of proper questionnaire that prepare the supplier’s manager to benchmark
the situation of level of collaborating and be able to answer some key questions such
as:
•
•
•

What are the activities of each level of co-PLM?
What is the actual level of collaboration?
What are the requirements elements to improve the level of collaboration?

The paper is organized as different sections. The next part addresses the PLM approach in term of collaboration between OEM and suppliers. Section three analyses
the state of the art in term of collaboration level between suppliers (SMEs) and
OEMs. The results of presenting a framework and assessment level of collaboration is
presented in section forth. Finally, we conclude and discuss future works according to
BENEFITS project in fifth part.
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PLM approach in term of collaboration between OEM &
suppliers

Nowadays the enterprises seek new collaborative business methods to solve their new
challenges. They wish these solutions be able to change the global marketing of the
product by leveraging the power of product collaboration across different parts of
value chains such as partners, employees, suppliers, and customers. In addition more,
the methods must provide them a faster product development, more efficiency in
managing of their programs. Also this collaborative program that involve product and
supply chain processes should be able to reduces development costs, increase product
innovation, make the time of marketing faster and to have a significant result on reve-

nue. It is expected that the methods of PLM collaborative programs impacts on technical advantages as to provide more effective partnership for PLM users, delete the
barriers to innovation and finally increase the customer satisfaction [5].
In order to reduce the expenditure of collaborative programs, OEM -especially in
automotive industries- prefer to have direct connection to suppliers with limit number
of capable and effective suppliers that called system supplier. In this system, there is
no direct link between other suppliers which calls sub –supplier with OEM but instead
the system supplier works closer to OEM and in a another hand deals with subsupplier and manage theirs task and coordination [6].
Many OEM and supplier networks in automotive industry which have been developed
in 1980’s are characterized by "vertical cooperation". This cooperation often starts
with request of OEM to supplier for producing a product according to its precise specifications and OEM will keeps the industrial properties of their products, responsibility and the product band. In addition more, this relationship can be evolved to the
level of co-development between OEM and suppliers.
In the automotive industry, vertical partnership has a significant effect in different
aspects such as integration of equipment suppliers in a simultaneous development
process of cars, planning, design and implementing.
More over in the aerospace industry, we will face three kinds of vertical partnerships
(OEM/supplier) such as, classical relationship with OEM dominance that Boeing can
be as an example, Cooperative model with example of Airbus and finally those ones
that OEM’s role is limited to the level of integration in purchased part [7].
The implementing of such collaboration requires organizing effective communication
between enterprises through integration and interoperability on different levels (Fig.
1)
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Fig. 1. Interoperability through PLM axes

In this paper, to keep up with these tasks above, a PLM collaboration framework is
established, enabling supplier to assessment their actual level of collaboration to
OEM and the steps to improve their partnership.
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Levels of collaboration in PLM

In order to reach to a successful developed business and issues related to PLM such
as processes or information, it seems to be necessary that the actual situation of every
unit of business, regional unit or product area be recognized and understood well. The
PLM maturity model is a suitable tool for this evaluation and analysis [9].
The exist PLM maturity model refers to the generic maturity model CMM by means
of COBIT standard [10]. This matrix with five rough levels describes how a company
and its management team are able to use and extend a corporate-wide PLM concept
and related processes and information systems. These stages represent the organizational growth, learning, and development and they allow analysing the maturity of the
enterprises during this cooperation [10]. Although in concept of collaboration in
PLM, benefit of PLM system in network of SMEs are rare but is an attractive subject
for researchers of this domain in recent years [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Among them one
study has investigated the adoption of PLM system in SMEs network by means of 11
case studies. This research tackles related problems and tries to accomplish a crucial
task in PLM to evaluate the achieved benefits. In order to do this, they defined a
methodology to assess PLM advantages according to a defined industrial target by
means of some quantitative indicators such as time and cost. These SMEs are classified to three groups. The first stages related to those one that there are no use of advanced communication and management technology and Communication took place
by traditional ways. In second stage, a commercial PDM system is conducted and data
sharing improves in a standard way and finally in stage three the network of suppliers
deals with evolution of exiting PDM tools toward a PLM approach which leads to a
good trade-off between some commercial collaborative product definition management tools and the most advanced computer supported cooperative work applications
[16].
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Fig. 2. Levels of SMEs collaboration through PLM based on [10]

Intense pricing and limit of time will force the OEMs to work with the suppliers that
provide them faster and more accurate responses. A PLM system called NSK (Nanjing-Fiat Solution Kit) has been established to make the collaboration between an

OEM called Nanjing-Fiat and suppliers, exchanging files and key information about
vehicles faster and more efficient.
In this PLM system a web-based tool can be used by both OEM and suppliers for the
operations such as uploading, browsing, exchanging, and downloading of data relates
to product requirements for specific vehicle systems. NSK PLM system will present
in three different levels of stagey, technique and operation level.
At the strategy level, the PLM strategy focusing on supplier integration. At the technical level the tools to enable supplier integration have been selected and finally at the
operation level, the PLM system is going to be implemented [17].
In this study according to the investigation, different PLM system and existing maturity models, we presented a PLM framework in section 5, based on maturity models
of PLM and four axes: strategic, organization, process and tools.
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PLM framework and assessment the level of collaboration
between OEM and supplier

In this section we will introduce a framework of maturity level of collaboration between OEM and Suppliers which called SPOT. In continue we will present a structure
of questionnaire to provide supplier’s manager assess their place of collaboration in a
better way. (Table1).
4.1

Discussion

For improving our framework we need to propose a structure of questionnaire and
apply it to different enterprises (OEM/Supplier) to have Feedbacks. These feedbacks
will be used to improve the table for the levels validation.
For this questionnaire we need to choose the right person for having the best answer.
That’s why we adopt different levels in our approach. These levels will be as:
•
•
•
•

Strategic level: will address Top management.
Organization level : will address managers, departments responsible,
Process level: will address managers and engineers, and team head etc.
Tools level: we will address all technical staff

We will formalize questions in order to replace the Supplier (SME) directly in the
right level. As an example, in the strategic axe we have five levels; in each level we
have some activities. One of these activities concerns the PLM concept, in which
evolves from one level to another. In the level1, Unstructured Collaboration, we have
“work must be done to define the PLM concept”. In the second level, partial but intuitive collaboration, we have “PLM concepts are defined but not formalized”, etc.
In order to identify the right level for each activity, questions will be addressed to the
Boss/Managers and structured as follows:
In your opinion, what is the best definition of PLM concept?
Is it defined in your enterprise?

Table 1. PLM framework and assessment the level of collaboration of OEM and supplier

•
•

If No = L1
If Yes ≥ L2

Is it formalized in your enterprise?

•
•

If No = L2
If Yes ≥ L3

Is the PLM concept integrated uniformly throughout your enterprise?
•
•

If No = L3
If Yes ≥ L4

For taking decision, we need to develop all questions in the same way and cross different answers. Since the framework is based on existing states of the art reviews, we
still need to improve the table and to validate previous questions by investigations.
Furthermore uniformity of questions is very important. As seen before, each question
must be linked to the related level. In continue we will assign weights to questions
according to their importance in the PLM adoption. This will give a unique result
related to each level, even if it is arbitrary and we can give recommendation for the
negative response.
Another important point is the PLM adoption by Suppliers (SMEs). Introducing PLM
system can help them to tackle the challenges of their processes. The importance of
the organizational aspect is reinforced by the fact that PLM is based on the cooperation of various businesses; collaboration that takes place at different levels (Informal
collaboration, project/process collaboration and extended collaboration, etc.).

5

Conclusions and Further Work

In this study we analysed the maturity levels of SMEs collaboration with OEM. Based
on our proposed PLM axes (Strategy, Organization, Process and Tools), we classified
the activities of each maturity level. This kind of classification is important for the
identification of domain and person concerns by the activity.
As future work, we will develop the questionnaire based on the levels of maturity.
The future questionnaire will include the results of the PLM adoption base on the
table. This part will give an assessment of the capacity of SMEs, especially the ability
to adopt PLM or not. As an example, indirect costs, manager, type of communication,
size of SMEs, etc. We will integrate elements for adopting ICT (especially PLM)
technology. For example, we can see the negative aspect of “Informal communication
mode” in the process axis. It’s related to SMEs practices, because in the most cases
SMEs have an informal communication mode (according to their small size) and this
kind of communication impact the PLM adoption.
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